
Born: 11/25/66
Place: Camden, NJ
Given name: Kenneth Murphy
Stats: 6’4” in flats, nearly 300lbs and SINGLE 😉

Hometown: Grew up in Williamstown, NJ
Came out and Adulted in Atlantic City & Ocean City, NJ. I’ve called SWFL home for the 
past 25+ years. 

Identifies as: Gay
Pronouns: He/him/his
Out year: 1986

Profession: FT: Collision Estimator in a large auto body shop

Title of my autobiography: “A Man With No Plan...And A Pair of Heels”

Hobbies: thrift shopping, crafting and community service

I am 100% out in my life...even in the testosterone fueled environment of my FT job. In 
many cases, I’ve been the first, and only, gay person a coworker has ever met...not to 
mention drag queen and parent. Through that openness, I’ve educated and connected 
with people that I otherwise may have never known. We learn from each other and grow 
together. 

I started my drag career here in Florida on Valentine’s Day, 1993, mainly because so 
many people told me that I couldn’t. Since then, I have been a staple on the Fort Myers 
drag scene and LGBT community until I semi-retired on my 52nd birthday on 11/25/18. 

After years of waiting, appearing wherever I could, proving myself and earning my place 
in the spotlight, I landed a coveted weekly spot hosting a variety show, which I was sole 
creator of, at the largest nightclub of any kind in all of SWFL. I ran successfully for 
several years until the club closed in 2016, after 30 years in business.  My format was 
an all-inclusive party that included the audience experience as well as that of my 
guests. I offered drag, comedians, burlesque, side-show acts and was the driving force 
behind the drag king movement here in SWFL. I often hosted newcomers as well some 
seasoned friends  that came out of retirement just to be a part of what I created. I 
brought in celebrity impersonators and created huge events around them.  I was also 
able to effectively serve my community well through countless fundraising and outreach 
events throughout the years. 

It was while employed there that I transitioned to bearded drag. I knew only one 
bearded drag queen at the time, Faye Slift, from Canada. She was my first inspiration 
and the first person I ever spoke to about my plan. Through her, I encountered 



Bearonce Bear...and the rest is history! I was drawn to it because it was different and 
level of creativity was, and is, limitless! 

In both cases, as with my experience in the bearded world, I was immediately met with 
love, kindness and support. That theme rings true throughout the bearded community. 
We are all about celebrating our differences and elevating each other however 
possible...and providing a place for those that feel they have no support and nowhere to 
go...or that there’s no one else like them out there. 

There is so much diversity in the bearded world, including a lot of androgyny. We are 
excluded in many areas of the drag world and that is what lead me to create the Miss 
Florida Bearded Queen Pageant. It was a beginning and a means to an end. Through 
that, I was chosen as Miss Florida Bearded Queen Emeritus and that made me the first 
known, crowned and bearded queen in the country. 

After years of hard work, that system eventually dissolved and I found a new home at 
National Bearded Empress, where I carry the honor of being part of a groundbreaking 
team as Miss National Bearded Empress Emeritus de Acte’.

I all those years, I remained loyal and local as I was also a single-father, raising a son 
on my own and unable to travel freely. 

My son, now 21, has been a constant source of support and encouragement. He and I 
have had articles written about us in online gay-parenting groups and my son has 
written a chapter in a book called “Raised By Unicorns”, available on Amazon. It’s a 
collection of stories from children with LGBT parents. 

Even with my self-imposed logistical restrictions, I’ve had a great career and have been 
able to reach people all over the country and around the world. I’ve accomplished 
everything I wanted to with drag and now I relax a bit and enjoy everything that my long 
career brings me. Interacting with my fans and the public in general is my favorite part. 

Through social media, I’ve been able reach others like myself and helped them feel less 
alone. I’ve mentored, encouraged and supported people from all over the world. My 
position as National Bearded Empress, of which I’m most proud, has only served to 
amplify those efforts and broaden my reach. 

I do not have “drag children” persay, but I have been referred to as “the godmother of 
drag”, always making time and offering advice for anyone that needs it...often times, the 
“time” is what people really needed. Everyone wants to be heard and recognized...and 
shown some appreciation. 

I do not take myself very seriously, but I do realize my influence on others...that is 
something that I do take seriously. I am comfortable  being a role model and I don’t 
mind taking on the haters so that things are better for those that come behind me.  



My character, Morgan, is built from a foundation of peace and love. My message is 
always positive and inclusive. 

I now find myself in a position of leadership and all that comes with it and I LOVE IT! I 
am open and willing to do whatever it takes to help others and make their life 
experience as good as it can be. No one ever leaves my presence (in person or through 
online conversation) feeling bad about themselves.

There is beauty and love everywhere, but sometimes you have to look for it.


